
Session 4. Energy Accounts 
 

Questions from participants 

Question 1. Any particular reason for recommending a split of electricity from coal and other fossil 

forms? 

This split helps with understanding the dependence and dynamics of the electricity industry as 

well as linking to other accounts. This in turn helps with the policy applications and in particular 

the assessment of trade-offs between different types of power generation. For example, coal 

may be the cheapest way to provide electricity but it might be dependent on imports (and 

hence an energy security issue) and it certainly leads to greenhouse gas emissions. 

For the links to other accounts, the split allows linking to greenhouse gas emission and water 

accounts. Having a split between coal (and other fossil fuel) and renewable sources of electricity 

enable clear linking to the greenhouse gases emission accounts. For the water accounts, hydro-

electric use of water will be a large, and is usually separately shown 

 

2. Are there any challenges in using the residence and territory approaches in the energy accounts from 

your experience? 

It takes time to understand the data available in each country and which approach has been 

used. In most it is the territory approach.  

It is usually possible to identify the amount of fuel supplied to international airlines and ocean 

going ships. Making adjustments for use of fuels and electricity by tourist is harder. In theory the 

electricity used by tourist staying in hotels should be recorded as an export. Same as any fuel 

used in buses, hire cars, etc. Adjustments for tourism could be if there were tourism satellite 

accounts. 

 

3. Could we use the use table (in value) to compile the physical energy table in case we haven’t enough 

physical data, but we have the prices for each energy product? 

Yes. By using the prices and total value of sales you can develop the physical values for the 

energy products (which are in the national accounts). For example, if it is US$1 per litre of 

gasoline and total sales are US$1,000,000, the corresponding physical amount would be 

1,000,000 litres. 

 

4. How can the issue of transmission losses be tackled in electricity distribution.  This is peculiar here in 

Ghana 



Transmission losses are an issue in every country. Most electricity suppliers will know the 

amount sent into the power lines. Many will then have information from customer meters on 

the amount that arrived. The difference will be made up of transmission losses, meter error or 

theft. The latter two (meter error and theft) should be attributed to the households or 

industries with the malfunction meters or which stole the electricity. If you have access to unit 

record data and information on businesses and households it may be possible to identify units 

that have lower average uses and use this to determine how may have been due to meter error 

or theft.  

 

5. Where can we classify the energy used by a family Car? in Transportation or in household? 

Use by the family car is a use by households. The activity is transport, but the use is households. 

We will look again at this issue in the emission accounts session. 

 

6. What kind of data are from administrative data sources?  

A range of administrative data usually exist. In particular in many countries there are taxes on 

fossil fuel sales, so taxation data may be available. Also if fossil fuel use is tax deductible by 

business then you have information on this too. 

If fossil fuel is imported, then import/export records are likely to exist.  

Often the electricity suppliers are state owned enterprisers and have annual public reports.  

 

7. Can you give us more clarification on the Energy residuals as some time it may be confused with the 

energy consumed e.g. for Household users. 

For households the total energy used is equal to the total amount of residuals, with it all being 

allocated to “other residual energy”. The four types of residuals are for industries and focus on 

the losses in the different stages of getting energy to final producers. That is, losses in extraction 

(by mining), in distribution (e.g. by electricity), during storage (almost any industry) and 

conversation (e.g. by electricity). For industry, the total of all energy use is equal to the amount 

the amount of energy supplied to other industries and households plus the four types of 

residuals plus the “other residual energy”. “Other residual energy is sometimes labeled “heat”. 

 

8. What will you recommend for the compilation of a Mineral Account? How are Minerals related to the 

issues of energy? 

Mineral and energy resources are both part of what is known as “Subsoil Assets”. They can be 

dug up and sold by the mining industry. Subsoil energy assets include, coal and oil.  

We will not be covering the broader mineral accounts (e.g. iron ore, gold, and diamonds) in this 

training. Mineral accounts are normally compiled as asset accounts, especially where mineral 



resources form a large part of a countries wealth (such as in Australia, Botswana, Canada and 

South Africa). For more information please read: 

 Chapter 5 of the SEEA Central Framework 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/seearev/  

 Mineral Accounts for Botswana https://www.wavespartnership.org/en/knowledge-

center/economic-accounting-mineral-resources-botswana and  

 Mineral Accounts for South Africa 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/ceea/archive/pubDetail.asp?pubID=433&sI

D=1&k1=104  

 

9. Does electricity production has change in inventories? Can I say electricity loss may only be the 

difference between electricity production and revenue generated? 

The inputs to electricity production mean that can have a change in inventories.  For example, if 

coal is used, then it may be in one year that the electricity production is based partly on 

stockpiles of coal, rather coal that was purchased during that year (also possible for stockpiles to 

build-up). In the full SEEA Energy PSUT there is a column for “accumulation” (with a negative 

number meaning depletion). Other industries could also have changes in inventories.  

 

10. During surveys or census for how can we capture the energy residuals for the household users? 

Examples please.  

For households the total amount of energy received is usually recorded as an “other energy 

residuals” which is sometime labeled “heat” (See the SEEA Central Framework Table 3.5). I have 

not seen any attempt to try to account for other types of losses (e.g. conversion losses when 

diesel generator is used to produce electricity) it might be useful for some analysis but in the 

first instance I would focus on other areas for data collection (e.g. the energy sources used by 

households) 

 

11. When you lose energy when generating (hydro), is the loss a product or a return of a natural input? 

By convention no energy losses are shown for hydro. The amount of See paragraphs 3.60 and 

3.61, 3.158, with the amount of renewable input equally to the amount of electricity produced 

(the amount feed into the powerlines). Note that there will still be losses in distribution. 
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